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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to investigate which effect of training, work motivation, and work

discipline on employee productivity of Anata Karya Utama company in Surabaya. The results shows

that ihe variables of training, work motivation, and work discipline simultaneously has significanteffect
to productivity (Y), because the simultaneously test (F test) with significant value = 0,001< 0, 05'

Partially ( test), training, work motivation andyork discipline variable have siginficant effect to
productivity, because all of t values with significant value is< 0, 05.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increased productivity is the desire for every enterprise, productivity implies associated with

economic concepts. A lot of things related to the productivity of the company has made in an effort to
improve workplace productivity. Productivity wills basically understanding is closely related to the
production system, ie a system where such factors labor and capital or capital managed in an

organized' manner to realize the goods or services.ln general, produclivity implies a comparison
between the results achieved (outputs) with the overall resources used (inputs).National Development

signaled to all elements of the importance of improving productivity in all areas in order to achieve
equitable development. The success of work productMity will also be affected by the management and

empowerment resources in organizations, both formal and non-formal. With the increase of labor
productivity is expected to achieve the goals of the organization as well as to improve the goods or
services resulting from the organization.The results of the first study conducted [1], wrth the title of
research that motivation and ilimateworking relationship with productvity SMKteachersinthe city of
Manado. The results showed that there is a positive and significant relatjonship between motivation

and productivity of vocational teachers in the Technology Sector Manado.The results of the second
penelitain done [2] with title research that lnfluence Training, Work Discipline, and Motivation on

Employee Productivity CV. Sapu Dunia Semarang. These results suggest that in addition to training,
u,,ork discipline is an important factor for companies related to employee productivity.The results of the
three studies canied out [3], the research title is Work Motivation Organisational Culture and

Empicyee Prcductrvity. The result is that work motivation and organizational culture together provide a
posiii/e ano significant impact on employee productivity and motivation partially positive and
signrfican: mcact on employee productivity.The results of four studies conducted [4] the title is
Effectjve:e,ss Training Emfloyee Motivation to lncrease Productivity Deparfnent of Expecbng at PT X.

The resul: is tna: lhe increase in productivity of employees who receive training motivation is higher
than the increase n productivity of employees who did not receive training motivation.The results of
frve studies e:rcucled [5] wth a title that lnfluence Work Discipline, Motivation and Career
Developnrer:i Delf:m:ance Against Civil Servants on the Cape County Govemment Tabalong In South
Kalimantan. Trese :esuits suggest that increasing labor discipline any employee who supported skill,
decent wages c' sa,al, rl will affect the activity of the activity of the agency it self.

The sixth re€€arl. ca:nsJ out [6], with the title which Factors Affect Employee Productrvity At
Como Shambala Esu:e rr' 3egawan GiriUbud Bali. The results of training and discipline of labor pasial

or simultaneousrt -z'r't a pcsry,,e and significant effect on employee productivity, while training has a
more dominant infiuelce rn r'reas,^g employee productivity.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Productivity (Y)
According to the lnternational Labour Organization (lLO) which recorded Fl says that the

simpler notion of productivity is the arithmetical comparison between the amount produced and the
amount of each resource that isused during the production takes place. According to [8J the notion of
productivity is metal attitude that always has the view that quality of life should be better today than
yesterday and tomorrow should be better than today. According to [9] states that all the work done
with tfie use of existing human resources, while in the opinion [10] that contains a definition of
proctttctivity comparison between the results achieved with the participation of labor union tegana time.
The definition above shows that there is a link between the works of the time it takes to produce a
product of one's labor. [11] mention that the individual labor productivity shows a comparison of the
effectiveness of the output ( for the achievement of maximum employment ) with the efficiency of one
input (labor) which includes quantity, quality within a certain time. According to [12] definition of labor
productivity is the comparison between the results achieved with the participation of labor per unit time
Accarding to [13] productivity is the relationship betneen the physical and tangible results (gCIods /
services) with the inclusion of maximum. Factors affecting productivity: (1) conceming the quality and
physical abilities of employees, (2) facilitiesof support, (3) supraoffacilities.

Training (Xl)
Definiilon of training is defined by [1 ] a leaming process that is designed to alter a person's

performance in doing his job. There are_4 things to consider are: (1) the process of training,
performance, and job trainees. Accordingllb [15] that the training is to teach the skills required of
employees to perform the work.

According to [16] that training is a process of teaching knowledge and specific skills and
attitudes that employees are more skilled and able to carry out responsibilities in accordance with the
standards the better. ln the opinion of l17l explained that in order to develop employees to be skilled,
educated and professionally trained, have 3 requirements that must be there and met, among others:
(1) the training should increase the ability of employees, (2) resulted in a change in the attitude of
employees towards work, and (3) material training should match the needs of the job.

Training Objectives
Employee training needs to be done in a planned and sustainable development in order to be

imdernented Broperly, carefully prepared and structured, According to [16] that the training objectives,
among others: (1)increasing the appreciation of life and ideology, (2) improve labor productivity, and
(3) imprwe the quality of work.

Work Motivation ()(2)
Understanding motivation according to [18] is a psychological process that reflects the

interaction between attitudes, needs, perceptions and decisions that occur in a person, while
according to Siagian in [19] motivation is the driving force that resulted in one menrber and the
orgardzation would be willing to drive capability in form of expertise or skill labor and time to organize a
variety of activities and its responsibility to perform its obligations, in order to achieve organizational
goals and targets are predetermined.

According to [20J that the definitjon of motvaton is as a process that produces an intensity,
direction, and persistence of the individual in an attempt to achieve. According to [20] that an
indicator of the dimensions of work motivation, among others: (1) the needs of hunger, thirst,
protec*ion, biologicalneeds and the need to eam that can be used to meet the physical neds, (2) the
safety and protection of the physical and emotional losses, (3) include factors affection, a sense of
belonging, well received and friendship; (4) includes a factor self respect, (5) the urge to be someone /
something appropriate ambition which includes grovrth, achieving goals and the potential for self-
fulfillment.

Work Discipline (X3)
According to [13] states that discipline is an impor-tant means to achieve productivity. According

to [21] states that labor discipline is operative functrons cf human resource management is important,
the better discipline of employees in a company, the higher the performance that can be achieved.
Converoely, without the discipline of good work, it is difijculi for companies to achieve maximum
results. According to [5] stated that the increasing labor discipline any employee who supported skill,
decent rflages or salary then it will affect the activity of the activity of the institution itself. According to
[2] states that in addition to training, work discipline is an important factor for cornpanies related to
employee productivity. Application of labor discipline in the company can encourage employees to
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work more diligengy, more disciplined and work in accordance with company regulations.This study

also clarifies that rrpport ihe ielationship fellow workers also have an influence as one of the

indicators of job satisfaction on employee productivity improvement. According t9 tZOl states that have

i -off"ugr* *no is fimiliar and support ieads to increased job satisfaction. Relationships with co-

workerslood support the achievement of employee job satiifaction. Study of previous studies that

have been done are still debating that productive workbrs are more satisfied, not satisfied workers are

more productive

Conceptual Research

Sources: ConceptualResearch by Witten U

3. RESEARCH METHOD

The research design used in this study is causal research. According to fZ2l.causal research

that explains the causal ielationship between the variables of the study, conducted to determine the

pattein'of the causal relationship of the independent variables on the dependent variable.

PopulationandSamPle
The populationoftheentireobjectisselectedorallmembersofan objectto be studied. Population

size ranging fiom finite to infinite [zi]. According to[24]of the population affordable set out above then

tne samitei were taken using simple random telfrnlqub. The number of populations used in this study

was all employees of PT. Anata'Karya Utama totaled 187 respondents with respondent's criteria

namely tne iev6t of at least high school education and have been working for at least lyear
-Samples 

according tJ tZSl are a member selected from the population. ln this study,

researchers used a slmpie ran,ioni sampling method of sampling, ie sampling method wherebyeach

,"rO"r of the population has an equal chince to be selected into tfre sample. Ac_cording to [26], to

distinguish OaseO on the number of study subjects, the_subjects are more than 100, which states as

follows: the next if thl subject was a lal'ge number of samples can be taken by 25o/o, so that the

sample is 47 respondents.

Val idity and ReliabilitYTest
According to tZTl thai the research instrument for the measurement of the independent

variables and t[e OeienOent variable in the questionnaire using a Likert scale with a rating scale (1)

through (5). This study uses primary data collected through queitionnaires with closed questions, and

the scale of measurement is (1) to represent strongly disagree and (5) to strongly agree according to

[28], According to [29]that beiore thequestionnai16 were used as research instrument, it is done first

OiritiOitrs using corretation techniques, Vatid measurement scale called when doing what should be

done and meaJure what should be measured. lf the instrument has been declared invalid then tested

for reliability by using techniques CornbachAlpha.According to [30] has pointed out that the results of

testing tne vatiOity oithe correlation between each score to the total score of the questions showed a

significant vanabie (at the level of 0:05), while the reliability of test results for all variables showed

C6rnback Alpha values greater than 0.6, which means that the variable research revealed reliable.
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4. RESULTAND D'SCUSS'ON

Multiple linear regression analysis was also able to prove whether the independent variables:
training (Xl), work motivation ()Q), and work disicipline (X3) have an influence on the dependent
variable (Y) either simultaneously or partial. The following is a Tablel. Regression thathas been
processed using SPSS version 20,0 and than based on Table1., the researcher can establish a
regression modelis as follows:

Y= -1,974 + 0,583 Xl + 9,564 )(2 + 0,383 X3

Table 1. Table Output Coefficients

Coefficterter

Unstandardlzed Coefiicierts
Strndardlzed
Coelrcients

t sl0I Std. Enor Beia

1 (Conslanl)

TRAINING

WORK MOTIVATION

WORK DISCIPLINE

-1.97 1

.583

.56{

.383

't.223

.181

.183

.173

.406

.392

,280

.1.61 1

3.216

3.076

2.21?

,111

.002

.00{

,032

a. Dependent Variable: PR0DUCTMTY

Description:

. The value of the regression coefficient of 0.583 with a training significance of 0.002<0.05,
means significance to predict the value ofa prqductivity

r The value of the regiession coefficient oif,SO+ wiin a work motivation significance of
0.004<0.05, means significance to predict the value ofa productivity

o The value of the regression coefficient of 0.383 with a work discipline significance of 0.032
<0.05, means significance to predict the value of a productivity

rTherefore, the regression equation is: Y=-1.974, for Y meaningful predictive value is the
constant that is equal to -1.974 and was not influenced bya training, a work motivation and
a work discipline.

Sim ultaneously Test (F-Test)
F test basically shbws whether all the independent variables: training (Xl), work Motivation

(X2), and work Disciplinq (X3) are included in the model simultaneously influence - as the dependent
variable (Y).

Assessment for the F test, if the value of sig.> 0.05 then the Ho is accepted and H1 is rejected.
ln this case the independent variable simultaneously has no effect on the dependent variable or vice
versa. Based on Table 2. below it can be seen that the results value of F = 7.006 with sig 0.001 >
0.05. it can be concluded that the variables:training (X1), work motivation (X2), and work discipline
(X3) simultaneously have a significant effect on (Y).

Table 2. Table of Anova

Ailo\rA'

Mo del

Sum of
SquarBs df Meen Squere I 8iq

1 Regression

R e s idual

Totat

1 4.321

29.?96

43.61 7

3

13

16

4.77 4

.681

7,006 001

13.i;l'l;i'[1111:ilT'T-'-Tffi,uNE,rRA,N,No,woRKMo,vA,oN

Partial Test (t-test)
Partial test or t test basically shows how much influence each independent variable: training

(Xl ), work motivation ()Q). and work discipline (X3) partially on the dependent variable (Y).
Assessment to test t, if the value of sig.>0.05, then Ho is accepted and Hl is rejected. ln this case the
independent variables partially no etfect on the dependent variable or othena/se.

ln this case the independent variables partially no effect on the dependent variable or other wise.
Based on Table 1. That for training variabel (X1) with the results value of t = 3.216 with sig.=Q.Qg21
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0.05. it can be concludedthat thetraining variable (X1) has a partially significant effect on Y, for the work

motivation()(2)withtheresultsvalueoft=3.076withsig'=0'004>0.05'itcanbeconcludedthat
the work motivation variable ()t2) has apartiallysigniflcant effect onY, and for the work discipline (X3)

withtheresults valueof t= 2.217 with sig =0.032 > 0.05. it can be concluded thatthevariablework
discipline (X3) has a partially significant effect on Y

Coefficient of Determanation (R2) Analysis
Determanasi coefficient 1R2; to find out how big thq model's ability to explain the dependent

variable. Based on Table3can be seen the valueof R'=0.328or32.8%of the variation can be

predicted from the variables; training (X1), work motivation (X2) and work discipline (X3), while the

remaining 67.2% is influenced by othervariables that need to be investigated.

Table 3. TableModel Summary

iiodel Summary

Modcl R R Square
Adjusted R

Square
Sld. Error of
the EslimatB

I .573' .328 ?8r 825

a. Predictors: (Constant), WORK DISCIPUNE, TRAINING,
WORK MOTIVATION

5. CONCLUSTON

Based on research conducted by distributing questionnaireg and perform data processing with
SPSS version 20.0, then pulled conclusions as follows: !l

a, The all variables: Training (Xl), Work motivation (X2), and Work discipline (X3),

sim ultaneously effect toproductivity (Y).
b. The Training variable (Xl ) is partially effect to productivity (Y).

c. The Work motivation variable ()t2) is partially effect to productivity (Y).

d. The Work discipline variable (X3) is partially effect to productivity (Y).
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